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Introduction 

The origin of the theory we are about to present in this thesis lies in the prob
lem of finding a minimal Lipschitz extension of a continuous function g: 80 ---+ lR 
to a domain O c !R.n , that is, finding a function u E W 1 ,00(0) n C(D) with 
ulan = g such that 

IIVulloo,n :::: IIVvlloo,n

for all v E w1,00(0) n C(D) with vlan = g. If g is Lipschitz continuous with 
respect to the internal distance relative to O, then this problem is known to have a 
solution which is, however, in general nonunique. In his papers [1), [2), G. Aronsson 
suggested that the minimal Lipschitz extension problem should be considered as 
a limit, as p ---+ oo, of problems of finding a minimal "p-extension", that is, a 
function u

p 
E W1,P(O) n C(D) with u

p
l&n = g such that 

for all v E W 1,P(0) n C(D) with vlan = g. Minimal p-extensions are exactly 
weak solutions of the p-Laplace equation and hence unique. An equivalent way 
to characterize a minimal p-extension is to require that 

whenever D C O is open and v E W1 ,P(D) n C(D) is such that vlaD = u
p l&D. 

Aronsson reasoned that this should hold also when p = oo, and accordingly defined 
an absolutely minimizing Lipschitz extension to be a function u E w 1,00 (0) nC(D) 
such that 

IIVulloo,D :=:: IIVvlloo,D,

whenever D c O is open and v E w1,00 (D) nC(D) is such that vlaD = ulaD. For
this subclass of minimal Lipschitz extensions, he derived a candidate for the Euler 
equation by taking a formal liinit of p-Laplacians, and was in fact able to prove 
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that smooth absolute minimizers are solutions of this equation in the classical 
sense, and vice versa. However, Aronsson also demonstrated that the Euler equa
tion does not always have a classical solution, and, consequently, that absolutely 
minimizing Lipschitz extensions are in general nonsmooth. Aronsson's conjecture 
was proved to be correct in full by R. Jensen in his remarkable paper [17]. Instead 
of classical solutions, Jensen used the concept of viscosity solutions introduced 
by M. G. Crandall and P.-L. Lions, and showed that every absolutely minimizing 
Lipschitz extension is a viscosity solution of the Euler equation. Furthermore, he 
proved the comparison principle for the Euler equation and, as a consequence, 
obtained uniqueness. The fundamental work of Aronsson and Jensen has been 
expanded on by a number of other authors. Especially, we should mention the 
papers by T. Bhattacharya, E. DiBenedetto, and J. Manfredi [4], which contains 
a rigorous proof for the existence of an absolute minimizer, and by P. Lindqvist 
and J. Manfredi [21], where the Harnack inequality was obtained. In addition, in 
[6], V. Caselles, J.-M. Morel, and C. Sbert have found applications of the absolute 
minimizers in image processing. 

In this work we seek to generalize the theory outlined above to a wider class 
of minimization problems in L00

. A basic example that we have in mind is a 
measurable perturbation of the minimal Lipschitz extension problem, namely, the 
problem of minimizing 

ll0(x)Vu(x) • Vu(x)lloo ,rl

among all the functions u E w1 ,00 (0) having prescribed boundary values. Here 
0 is a measurable function with values in the space of n x n -symmetric matrices 
satisfying 

for some constants O < a ::=; (3 < oo . However, our theory applies to even more 
general problems of the form 

(1) min IIF(x, Vu(x))lloo ,n, 

where F(x, O � 1�;12 satisfies conditions that we specify m Section 1. These 
conditions, in particular, imply that the corresponding LP -problem has a unique 
solution, and hence we have an initial setting similar to the one in the case of 
minim.al Lipschitz extensions. For the problem (1), we adapt in a natural way 
the 110Lio11 of absolute minimizers, and, by following Aronsson's example, obtain 
a fully nonlinear partial differential equation 

(2) -V(F(x, Vu(x))) · V�F(x, Vu(x)) = 0

that we regard as the Euler equation of (1). Our results include the existence of 
an absoluLe miu.iw.izer and, under some regularity assumptions, the existence and 
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uniqueness of a viscosity solution of (2) with continuous boundary values. More
over, we show that the unique viscosity solution is an absolute minimizer and a 
limit of solutions of the corresponding LP -problems. The only thing that makes 
our theory incomplete is the absence of an uniqueness theorem for absolute min
imizers in the general case. On the other hand, some of our results, in particular 
those related to viscosity supersolutions of (2), are new even in the case of minimal 
Lipschitz extensions. This is an outcome of the fact that we also consider problems 
involving obstacles. The techniques used in obtaining the abovementioned results 
are readily seen to be applicable to various other minimization problems. As an 
example of this, we consider a problem that can be regarded as an eigenvalue 
problem associated with the Euler equation (2). 

Our presentation begins in Section 1 with a brief review of some facts about 
the calculus of variations in LP -spaces. We give all the relevant definitions and 
record without proofs the results needed in later sections. Additionally, we define 
viscosity solutions for a large class of second order partial differential equations, 
and in a few words describe their properties. In Section 2, we turn to the L00 -
theory and consider the minimization problem (1). We establish the existence of 
an absolute minimizer and the Harnack inequality, both of which follow from the 
analogous results to the corresponding LP -problems. In Section 3, we continue to 
exploit the LP -theory and show that in the case of a sufficiently smooth kernel 
F, the absolute minimizers obtained in the previous section are viscosity solutions 
of the Euler equation (2). We also introduce two auxiliary equations involving 
gradient constraints, properties of which play a vital role in Section 4, where we 
prove the comparison principle for equation (2). The latter part of Section 4 
includes uniqueness theorems and a basic interior regularity result obtained as a 
consequence of the comparison principle. After that, in Section 5, we study more 
closely viscosity supersolutions of (2) and sharpen some results of the preceding 
sections. In the final section we turn our attention to the eigenvalue problem and, 
as a main result, prove the existence of a maximal solution. 

Note added after the completion of the manuscript: It has come to 
our attention that similar questions have been studied from a slightly different 
perspective by Y. Wu in [23]. 

Notation 

For the reader's convenience we here list some notation that will be used 
throughout this text: 
n an open and bounded subset of ]Rn , n 2': 2 . 
E , 8 E the closure and the boundary of a set E C ]Rn , respectively. 
IEI the Lebesgue n-measure of a measurable set EC ]Rn . 
B ( x, r) an open ball of ]Rn with center at x and with radius r > 0 . 
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E <s n, 
C(E) 
Co(n) 
Ck(D,) 
c=(n) 
Cg<'(D,) 
w l,P(D,)' wi,P(D,) 

VJ 

D2f 
A* 

IIAII 
Sn 

p@q 

Petri Juutinen 

means that E is a compact subset of D, . 
{f: E ➔ IR: f is continuous}. 
{f E C(D,): limx----+z f (x) = 0 for every z E 8D,}. 
{f : D, ➔ lR: f is k -times continuously differentiable } . 
{f: D, ➔ lR: f is infinitely many times differentiable } . 
{f E c= (D,): f vanishes outside a compact subset of D, }. 
standard Sobolev spaces, 1 ::; p ::; oo, for the definition 
see (24, 2.1.1]. 
the (weak) gradient off, V f = (/t, . .  •, tf;;) · 
the Hessian matrix of f, (D2 f)ij = &x

8.
2

lx . . 
' J 

the transpose of an n x n-matrix A. 
sup{IAxl: x E JRn, lxl = 1}; the norm of the matrix A. 
t.he space of symmetric n x n matrices with real coefficients. 
the tensor product of the vectors p, q E ]Rn . 

Furthermore, if g : E' ➔ M is measurable, we denote by 

the integral average of g over a measurable set E, 0 < IEI < oo. 

1. l\1inimization problems in LP and viscosity solutio11s

As explained in the introduction, a basic tool in examining minimization 
problems in £= is the use of the theory of related LP -problems for n < p < oo. 
Therefore, it is sensible to recall first some results concerning the existence and 
uniqueness of minimizers in the LP -case and to discuss the corresponding Euler 
equations. Although our exposition is far from being complete, it gives sufficient 
background for the later sections. For a deeper treatment of this topic, see for 
example the monograph [15].

Let D, be a bounded open set in Ll1e Eucliuean c;pace )Rn , n � 2, and let 
F : D, x )Rn ➔ lR be a mapping satisfying the following assumptions for some 
constants O < a ::; /3 < oo 

(1.1) the mapping x H F(x, O is measurable for all � C gn ; 

for a.e. x ED, (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) 

(1.2) for all � E ]Rn , 

(1.3) the mapping f H F(x, �) is strictly convex and differentiable, 
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and

(1.4)

By the strict convexity off i--+ F(x, 0 we mean that

F(x, t6 + (1 - t)6) < tF(x, 6) + (1 - t)F(x, 6),

whenever 6 I- 6 and O < t < l. The conditions (1.2)-(1.4) imply the following
useful facts: For a.e. X En and for all f E Rn , 

(1.5)

(1.6)

and

(1. 7) for all ,\ E JR,

where 'v �F(x, f) is the gradient of the mapping f i--+ F(x, O. For the proof of
these, see [15, 5.9]. 

Suppose that {} E W 1 ,P(D) and that 7/J: n ➔ [-oo, oo] is an arbitrary func
tion. Let 

and consider the following minimization problem: F ind a function u E !C:,,o(D)
such that 

(1.8)

where

(1.9) IF(v) = In F(x, 'vv(x)t12 dx .

The function 7/J above is called an obstacle, and we say that u E !C:,,o(D) is
a solution to the obstacle problem in !C:,,o(D) if it satisfies (1.8). Further, if
u E W

1
�':(n) is a solution to the obstacle problem in KE,u(D) for every open 

D ig D, then u is called an (F, p )-supe rextremal. In the special case when 7/J
is identically -oo , the infimum in (1.8) is taken over all functions v for which
v-{} E wi,P(D), and we use different terminology. We call a function u E W 1,P(D)
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satisfying (1.8) with 'ljJ = -oo an (F,p)-minimizer with boundary values{), and
say that u E W

1
�'!(D) is an (F,p)-extremal, if it is an (F,p)-minimizer (with

boundary values u )  in D for each open D <s n . Note that since p > n , every
function u E W

1
�':(n) has a real-valued and continuous representative, and thus 

we may assume that u itself is real-valued and continuous. 
A basic example of a kernel satisfying the assumptions (1.1) - (1.4) above 

is F(x, () = 0(x )( • (, where 0: n ➔ Sn is measurable and for some constants 
0 < a :s; /3 < oo satisfies 

for all � E ]Rn and for a.e. x E= n. Tn the simplest case, when 0(x) equals 
to the identity matrix for all x E n, the ( F, p )-extremals are nothing but local
minimizers of the p-Dirichlet integral 

h l'vv(x)II' dx. 

We recall the following two well-known theorems, see [15, 5.27, 5.13]. 

1.10. Theorem. If K:,19(0) -:/- 0, there exists a unique solution to the ob
stacle problem in K:,19(0). 

LlL Theorem. A funcliun ·u E K:,19(O) satisfies (1.8) if and only if 

( 1.12) l F(x, Vu/v-2)/2v7 �F(x, 'vu)· 'v(v - u) dx � 0

for all v E JC:,19(0).

From (1.12) it is clear that u is a solution to the obstacle problem in 1(�_
19 

(D) 
if and only if it is a solution to the obstacle problem in K�,u (D) for every 'open 
D c n. Furthermore, Theorem 1.11 impliP.s t.hat. there is a connection between 
the rniriimization problem and the quasilL.�ear partial differential equation 

(1.13) 

To avoid misunderstandings, we define in detail what we mean by weak solutions 
of (1.13) before making this connection precise. 

1.14. Definition. A function u E W
1
�t(D) is a weak solution of (1.13) m

n if 
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for all cp E Cg<'(O). Further, u E W
1
�{(0) is a weak supersolution of (1.13) in n 

if 

for all nonnegative cp E Cg"(St). Finally, v E W
1
�'{(S1) is a weak subsolution of 

(1.13) if -v is a weak supersolution. 

By Theorem 1.11, every solution to the obstacle problem in 7C:,19(S1) is a weak 
supersolution of (1.13), and conversely, a supersolution u is always an (F,p)
superextremal. In the later sections we will frequently use a refinement of this 
correspondence given by Theorem 1.15 below. For the proof, see [15, 5.29, 3.67]. 

1.15. Theorem. Let 'ljJ: 0 ➔ [-oo, oo) be continuous. If u is a solution to 
the obstacle problem in JC:,19(0,), then u is a weak solution of (1.13) in the open
set {x E St: u(x) > 'lj;(x)}. 

In the case of 'lj; = -oo, the above result implies that u E W
1
�'% ( n) is an 

(F, p )-extremal if and only if it is a weak solution of (1.13) in n. Equation (1.13) 
is called the Euler equation of the minimization problem (1.8). 

We will also need the following lemma, which allows us to compare solutions 
to different obstacle problems having the same obstacle. 

1.16. Lemma. Let u, v E W1,P(O) be solutions to the obstacle problems in 
JC:,u(St) and JC:,v(O), respectively, and suppose that llu-vlloo,an is finite. Then

llu -vlloo,n = llu - vlloo,8D· 

Proof Denote w = min(u, v) E W1,P(O,) and let w be the unique solu
tion to the obstacle problem in JC:,w+jO), where c = llu - vll00,an. Since 
min( u, w) E JC:,u (0) and min( v, w) E JC:,v (0), we have by [15, 3.22] that u, v :S w 
in n. Moreover, since w + c is also a supersolution of (1.13), we have again by 
[15, 3.22] that w � w + c in O. Combining these inequalities yields 

min(u,v) :S u,v :S min(u,v) +c, 

which proves the lemma. □

We finish this discussion about LP -minimization problems by stating the 
following comparison principle for sub- and supersolutions of (1.13). The proof 
can be found in [15, 3.18]. 
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I.I 1. Lemma. Let u E W1 •P(D) be a supersolution and v E W 1 ,P(D) a
subsolution of (1.13) in D. If min( u - v, 0) E w�,P (D), then u 2:: v in D. 

The latter part of this section deals with the notion of viscosity solutions 
introduced by Crandall and Lions in [9]. We first give the necessary definitions 
and discuss the properties of viscosity solutions in a quite general situation, and 
then conclude the section by showing that weak solutions of the Euler equation 
(1.13) are solutions in the viscosity sense as well. A standard reference to the 
general theory of viscosity solutions is [8], see also [5], [7] and (16]. 

We begin with the definition of viscosity solutions. Assume that G: D, x lR x 
]Rn x Sn ➔ lR is a continuous mapping satisfying 

G(x,r,CX)::; G(x,r,�, Y), 

whenever x E n, r E JR, l E ]Rn and X, Y E Sn are such that Y ::; X, that is, 
(X - Y)17 • 1] 2:: 0 for all 77 E ]Rn . Recall that a function u: E ➔ lR U { oo}, defined 
on a set E c ]Rn , is lower semicontinuous if the set { x E E: u( x) > .\} is open 
for every .,\ E JR, or, equivalently, if 

liminfo (y):::, u(x) 
y➔x 

for all x E E . A function u: E ➔ lR U { -oo} is upper semicontinuous if -u is 
lower semicontinuous. 

1.19. Definition. An upper semicontinuous function u: n ➔ lR is a viscos
ity subsolution of the equation r. = 0 in n if 

(1.20) G(x, cp(x), v'cp(x), D2cp(x))::; 0,

whenever x E n and <p E C2(D) are such that u(x) = cp(x) and u(y) ::; cp(y) 
for all y E n. Similarly, a lower semicontinuous function u: n ➔ .II{ is a viscosity 
s·upersufol-iun of G = 0 in n if 

(1.21) 

whenever x E n and cp E C2 (D) are such that u(x) = cp(x) and u(y) 2:: cp(v) 
for all y E n. Finally, a continuous fw1ction u: n ➔ lR is a viscosity solution of 
G = 0 if it is both a viscosity subsolution and a viscosity supersolution. 

Note that the assumption (1.18) guarantees that classical solutions of the 
equation G = 0 are viscosity solutions. Indeed, if u E C2(D) is a classical 
solution of G = 0 ,  x En and cp E C2(D) are such that u(x) = cp(x) and u(y) 2:: 
cp(y) for all y E n, then by calculus v'u(x) = v'cp(x) and D2u(x) 2:: D2cp(x). 
Co1Ubiuing this with (1.18) shows that u is a viscosity supersolution, and by a 
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similar argument we see that it is also a viscosity subsolution. On the other hand, 
if u is a viscosity solution of G = 0 and we a priori know that u E C2 (!1), 
then u is a solution in the classical sense. This is a trivial consequence of the 
fact that in this case u itself will do as a test function. It is also evident that it 
suffices to test the validity of (1.21) by functions <p E C2 satisfying u(x) = ,p(x) 
and u(y) > ,p(y) for all y -:/- x. This fact can be seen by replacing an arbitrary
test function <p by a function <p - clY - xl4 for c > 0. An analogous remark
holds for subsolutions. As a last observation concerning the definition, we note 
that since (1.20) and (1.21) involve derivatives of <p only at the point x,  all the
global assumptions about the test functions can be replaced by local ones. In the 
supersolution case this means that we could as well require (1.21) to be true for 
all <p E C2 (U) satisfying u(x) = ,p(x) and u(y) 2 ,p(y) for all y EU, where U is
some neighborhood of x, not necessarily the same for every test function <p. 

The next lemma gives an equivalent definition for viscosity solutions that will 
be used in the formulation of the maximum principle for semicontinuous functions 
in Section 4. We use the following notation: 

1 
n2 ,+u(x) = { (q, X) E ]Rn x Sn : u(y) :S u(x) + q • (y - x) + 

2
X(y - x) • (y - x) 

+ o(IY - xl2 ) as y ➔ x}

and 
1 

D2 •-u(x) = { (q, X) E ]Rn x Sn : u(y) 2 u(x) + q • (y - x) + 
2

X(y - x) • (y - x) 

+ o(IY - xl2) as y ➔ x }.

1.22. Lemma. An upper semicontinuous function u: n ➔ lR is a viscosity 
subsolution of G = 0 if and only if G(x,u(x),q,X) ::;: 0 for all x E n and 
(q,X) E D2 ,+u(x). Similarly, a lower semicontinuous function u: n ➔ lR is a 
viscosity supersolution of G = 0 if and only if G(x, u(x), q, X) 2 0 for all x E n
and (q, X) E D2•-u(x). 

Proof. We prove only the supersolution case. Assume first that (1.21) holds 
and that (q, X) E D2 •-u(x). Define

1 1 2 'Pk(Y) = u(x) + q • (y - x) + 2X(y - x) • (y - x) - klY - xl 

for k = 1, 2, .... Then 'Pk E C2 (0), 'Pk(x) = u(x) and 'Pk(Y) ::;: u(y) in some
neighborhood of x, and so G(x,u(x),q,X - (2/k)I) 2 0. Letting k ➔ oo and
using the continuity of G, we obtain G(x,u(x),q,X) 2 0.

For the other direction, we let x E n and <p E C2 ( n) be such that u ( x) = <p ( x) 
and u(y) 2 ,p(y) for all y E n. By Taylor's theorem,

u(y) 2 ,p(y) = ,p(x) + v'<p(x) • (y - x) + �D2 ,p(x)(y - x) • (y - x) + o(IY -- xl2),
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which shows that ('vcp(x), D2
cp(x)) E n2 ,-u(x). This implies that 

G(x, cp(x), 'vcp(x), D2 cp(x)) � 0, 

as desired. □

1.23. Remark. It is in fact possible to prove a better result than the one 
formulated above. Namely, it can be shown that for every pair (q, X) E D2 ,+u(x) 
there exists cp E C2 (D) such that u(x) = cp(x) , u(y) :S: cp(y) for all y E n and 
(q, X) = ('vcp(x), D2

cp(x)). For the proof, see [16, Prop. 1]. 

We now consider the equation 

(1.24) 

where f: n x lR ➔ lR is continuous and for some constants a, b > 0 satisfies 

IJ(x,u)J :S: a+bJuJP-l 

for all x E n and u E JR. We say that a function u E Wz�'%(D) is a weak solution 
of (1.24) in D if 

f F(x, 'vu/p-2)12\i'(F(x, 'vu)· 'vcpdx = f f(x,u)cpdx 
Jn Jn 

for all cp E C�(D). Correspondingly, a function u E W
1
�'%(D) is a weak superso

l11,tion of (1.24) in n if 

l F(x, 'vu/p-2)!2 \i'(F(x, 'vu)· 'vcpdx � l f(x,u)cpdx

for all nonnegativc cp c C�(D). We are especially interesLeJ in two particular 
choices for f. If f (x, u) = AjuJP-2u, ,\ E JR, then (1.24) can be viewed as a 
nonlinear eii!;envalue problem which will be studied morn c:losP.ly in Section 6. The 
sP.r.ond case we have in mind is simply f ( x, u) = f ( x) . Taking f = 0 we recover 
(1.13), while some other choices off turn out to be useful in the uniqueness proof 
of Section 4. 

Most of the results mentioned earlier in the homogeneous case can be quite 
easily extended for equation (1.24) in the case f(x, u) = f(x). If{) E W1 ,P(D), 
there exists a unique weak solution u of (1.24) in n such that u - {) E wt,P (D). 
This can be seen by first showing that weak solutions of (1.24) are exactly (local) 
minimizers of the functional 
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and then proving the existence of a minimizer by using the direct methods in
the calculus of variations. The uniqueness follows from the comparison principle,
which can be obtained in the same way as for (1.13).

Our aim here is to prove that if F(x, 0 satisfies certain regularity assump
tions, then every weak solution of (1.24) is also a viscosity solution of the same
equation. After expansion, (1.24) reads

- (P; 2) F(x, \7v(x))(P-4)!2\7(F(x, \7v(x))) · \7f,F(x, \7v(x))

n az 
-F(x, \7v(x))(p-Z)/z �

ox.:
,
. (x, \7v(x)) = f(x, v(x)),

j=l J J 
(1.25)

where \7(F(x, \7v(x))) is the gradient of the mapping x 1-)- F(x, \7v(x)), that is,
\7(F(x, \7v(x))) = \7xF(x, v'v(x)) + D2 v(x)\!f,F(x, \7v(x)).

We assume that (1.25) is pointwise well-defined and continuous in n. To be more
precise, we require that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1.26) the mapping (x, () 1-)- \7 f,F(x, () is continuous,

(1.27)

and

the mapping x 1-)- F(x, 0 is differentiable for all ( E ]Rn 

and (x, () 1-)- \7 xF(x, () is continuous,

for every j = 1, ... , n the second order partial derivative
(1.2s) a2 F

( c) . d . . >:> >:> x,"' exists an 1s contmuous.
UXjU(j 

1.29. Theorem. Suppose that u E W1�'%(r2) is a weak supersolution of

(1.24) . Then u is also a viscosity supersolution of (1.24) .
Proof. We argue by contradiction and assume that there exists xo E n and

<p E C2(D) such that u(x0) = <p(xo), u(x) > <p(x) for all x #- xo, and that

(1.30) -div ( F(xo, \7<p(xo))(p-Z)/z\7f,F(xo, \7<p(xo))) < f(xo, u(xo)).

By continuity, there exists a radius r > 0 such that if Ix - xol :S r, then (1.30)
holds with x0 replaced by x. Let

m = inf (u(x) - <p(x)) > 0
lx-xol=r 

and define (p = <p + m/2. Then (p is a classical subsolution of

-div (F(x, \7v(x)/p-Z)/Z\7f,F(x, \7v(x))) = f(x,u(x))

in the open set B(x0, r) , (p < u on 8B(xo, r) and cp(x0) > u(xo) . This contradicts
the comparison principle and the theorem follows. D

The analogous result for subsolutions easily follows by a similar reasoning.
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1.31. Theorem. Suppose that u E W
1
�': (D) is a weak subsolution of (1.24) . 

Then u is also a viscosity subsolution of (1.24) . 
Combining Theorems 1.15, 1.29 and 1.31, we obtain the following corollary. 
1.32. Corollary. Suppose that u E W1 ,P(D) is a solution to the obstacle 

problem in K:,19(!1) with a continuous obstacle 'ijJ. Then u is a viscosity supersolu
tion of (1.13) in D and a viscosity solution in the open set {x ED: u(x) > 'i/J(x)}. 

2. Minimization problems in L00 

In this section we discuss the obstacle problem in L00 and generalize the 
notion of absolute miniruiz;en; to our situation. We prove the existence of a solution 
to the obstacle problem with Lipschitz-boundary values by following the arguments 
in [4] . The idea of the proof is to consider our minimization problem in L00 as a 
limit of analogous LP -problems. This method provides us also with the Harnack 
inequality for nonnegative solutions obtained by this limiting process. 

Assume, as always, that D is a bounded open subset of ]Rn , n 2: 2 .  Let 
F : D x ]Rn ➔ lR be as in Section 1, that is , we assume that F satisfies ( 1.1) - ( 1. 4) 
fqr some constants O < a :S f3 < oo. We define F--absolute minimizers as follows.

2.1. Definition. A function u E W
1
�'t(D) is an F-absolute minimizer inn 

if 
IIF(x, vu(x))lloo,D :S IIF(x, vv(x))!!oo,D, 

whenever D <s n is open and v E w 1 ,00(D) is such that u - v E C0(D). 

The obstacle problem now extends to the case p = oo in an obvious way. 
Suppose that ,(} E W 1

,
00 (D) and let 'i/J: n ➔ [-oo, oo] be an arbitrary function. 

We define 

K'f,,,9(D) = {VE W 1 '00(D): V 2 'Ip a.e. inn, V - ,(} E Co(D) },

and say that a function u E K'f,,19 
(D) is a solution to the obstacle problem in 

K'f,,i}
(O) if 

IIF(x, vu(x))lloo,lJ s IIF(x, vv(x))lloo,D, 
whenever DC D is open and v E Kf,,u

(D).

2.2. Remark. In the above definitions we did not use the boundary condi
tion u - ,(} E WJ'00(D) since it would imply that u - ,(} E C 1(D), which we do 
not want. The condition u - ,(} E Co(D) in turn arises naturally if we look at our 
problem as a limit problem and recall the fact that wJ,P(D) = w 1 ,P(D) n C0(D)
for p > n, see [15, 4.5, 2.11]. 

In the question of the existence of a solution to the obstacle problem there is 
a complete analogy to the case p < oo . 
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2.3. Theorem. If K':j;,
1J

(O) =/. 0, there exists a solution to the obstacle 
problem in K':j;,

1J
(D,). In particular, for every{) E W 1 •00 (0) there is an F-absolute 

minimizer u E W 1•00 (0) such that u - {) E C0 (0). 

We will in fact prove a somewhat more general result than is necessary for 
obtaining the theorem above. This is because we want to emphasize the natural 
connection to variational problems in LP; see the discussion at the end of this 
section. 

Let F
p

: D, x ]Rn -+ JR, 1 < p < oo, be a family of mappings satisfying 
(1.1) - (1.4) for some constants O < a

p 
::; /3p 

< oo, and assume that F
p 

-+ F 
uniformly as p -+ oo in the following sense: for every E > 0 there is Ps < oo such 
that 

(2.4) 

for a.e. x E D, and for all l E ]Rn , whenever p > Ps . Note that by (2.4), we may 
assume that (a

p
,(J

p
)-+ (a,(3) asp-+ oo. Since K':J;,

1J
(n) =/. 0 and D, is bounded, 

it follows that K:,1J 
(0) -/=- 0 for every p < oo, and hence there exists a unique

solution up E W1 ,P(D,) to the obstacle problem in K:,1J(D,) , associated with the
kernel F

p
. We now have the following proposition which clearly implies Theorem 

2.3. 

2.5. Proposition. There exists an increasing sequence Pj /' oo and a 
function u E W1 •00 (0) such that uPi 

-+ u uniformly in D, and u is a solution to 
the obstacle problem in K':j;,1J

(D,). 

Proof. Since K':J;,
1J

(D,) -/=- 0, we may assume without loss of generality that 
{) E /C':j;,1J(D,). By Holder's inequality and the minimization property of up 's, we 
have that 

for p 2: m, where n < m < oo is chosen so that 

max {lap - al, l/3p - fJI} < min { %, 1 }. 

Since F
p

(x, l) satisfies (1.2), this implies that 

IIVup llm,n::; C(a,fJ)IIV{)lloo,nlDl11m ,

that is, the family {up }p?::m is uniformly bounded in w1,m (n). Thus there exists 
a sequence Pj / 00 and a function Uc,o E w1 ,m (n) such that 

weakly in w1,m(n).
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Next we use the assumption (2.4) and the calculations above to obtain 

IIF(x, v'upj) llm/2,n :::; IIF(x, v'upJ - FPj (x, v'upJlm;2,n + IIFPi (x, v'up;) llm;2,n

:::; E: ll'vuPi II;,, + IIFPi (x, v'{))lloo,n 1012/m

:::; O(c) + IIF(x, v'{))lloo,n 1012/m

for E: > 0 and Pj > pc; . Define 

ll!IIF,m = (l F(x, f(x)r12 dx) l
/m

for f E Lm(O ;lRn ). By [15, 5.23], 11 · IIF,m is a norm in Lm(O;lRn ), equiva-
Jent to the usual Lm - norm, and thus VuPi -+ Vu00 weakly also in the space 
(Lm(D; ]Rn ); II · IIF,m). This combined with the above calculations and the weak 
lower sernicontinuity of norms gives 

(2.6) 

Now notice that since the sequence ( uPJPi�q is bounded in W1,q(O), m ::; q < oo,
we have that uP i 

-+ u00 weakly in W 1,q(O) for every finite q. We conclude that
(2.6) holds for any q < oo, and hence 

Note that since {) E X:�
19
(0), we have by the comparison principle and Lemma 

1.16 that 
i�f ·79 :S Upi :S s�p {) + ll{)lloo,n 

in O ,  and thus the sequence ( up;) is uniformly bounded, Further, by Morrey's 
lemma, see [11, p.143], uPi -{) E co,l-n/m(TT), and, in particular, (uPi

) is equicon
tinuous in O .  Hence, using Ascoli's theorem, we may assume that uPi -+ u= 

uniformly in CT . 
Now let D C O be an open set and suppose that v E w1

,

00 (D) is such
that u00 - v E C0(D). Let v Pj E W1,Pi (D) be the unique solution to the obsta
cle problem in K;/,v(D), corresponding to the kernel FPi. Repeating the above 
reasoning, we find a subsequence of (Pj) , denoted again by (Pj) , and a function 
Vex, E w1

,

00 (D) such that V
pj 

--)- Voo uniformly in D and

IIF(x, Vvoo)lloo,D :S IIF(x, Vv)lloo,D· 
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By Lemma 1.16, 

llu oo - Voolloo,D :S llu oo - Upj lloo,D + lluPj - Vpj lloo,D + llvPj - Voolloo,D
:S llu oo - Upj lloo,D + lluPj - Uoolloo,aD + llvPj - Voolloo,D,

which implies that u00 = v00 in D, and, in particular, that 

IIF(x, v'uoo)ll oo,D :S IIF(x, v'v)ll oo,D· 
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This shows that u00 is a solution to the obstacle problem in K'::f/,,9
(fl), and the 

proposition is thereby proved. □

Following the terminology in [4], we from now on call the solutions obtained 
by the above limiting process variational solutions to the obstacle problem and 
variational F -absolute minimizers, respectively. Jensen has proved in [17] that if 
F(x, () = 1(12

, then every F-absolute minimizer is variational. Unfortunately, we 
have not so far been able to prove this for a general kernel F(x, (). 

We next establish the Harnack inequality for nonnegative variational solutions 
to the obstacle problem in KV:,,9

(fl). Theorem 2.7 below was first obtained in the
case 'I/;= -oo and F(x, () = 1(12 by Lindqvist and Manfredi in [21], see also [10] 
and [22]. 

2.7. Theorem. Suppose that u E W1 ,00(B(x0,R)) is a nonnegative vari
ational solution to the obstacle problem in KV:,,9

(B(x0, R)). If O < r < R and 
x,y E B(xo,r), then 

C( /3) lx-yl u(x) :Se "', �u(y).

Proof. Denote B = B(x0, R) and assume first that u 2: c > 0 in B. Let 
Pj / oo and uj E W1 ,Pj (B) be the unique solution to the obstacle problem 
in K;f,,9(B), corresponding to the kernel F

Pj
, such that (uj) is converging to u

both uniformly in B and weakly in w
1,m(B) for every m < oo. Then for j

large enough, we have that Uj 2: c /2 > 0 in B, and thus log Uj E W1 ,Pj (B). 
Furthermore, 

loguj ➔ logu 

for all m < oo . 

weakly in w1 ,m(B) 

Recall now that Uj is a weak supersolution of the Euler equation (1.13) in 
B. Let ( E C'{' (B) be a nonnegative cut-off function satisfying ( = 1 in B(xo, r)
and IIV(ll oo,B :S 2/(R- r), and denote rJ = (Pju/-Pj E w;,Pj (B). Using rJ as a
test function in the weak formulation of (1.13) , we obtain 

(2.8) 
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l'v�Fp(x, ()I::; 
4
/Jp Fp(x, ()112

fiip 

by (1.2), (1.5) and (1.6), we have by (2.8) and Holder's inequality that

This in turn implies that

and hence

Next fix m > n. Using (2.9), we have for Pj 2: m that

Since ( log Uj converges weakly to (log u in w1 ,m ( B) , we conclude by the weak
lower semicontinuity of norms that 

(j )
1/m

(
2/3

)
2

v� l('v logulm dx s -;-· ll'v(lloo,B·
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Letting m ➔ oo then gives 

( 2/3) 2
ll(v'logulloo,B::; --;;-- llv'(lloo,B·

In particular, since ( = 1 in B(x0, r) and lv'(I::; 2/(R - r) in B ,  we obtain the 
estimate 

8/32 (2.10) llv'logulloo,B(xo,r)::; a.2(R _ r) •

Now let x, y E B(xo, r). By (2.10), 
8/32

logu(x) - logu(y)::; a.2 (R- r) Ix - YI,

from which we obtain by exponentiating that 
C( {3) lx-yl 

(2.11) u(x)::; e a, R-r u(y). 

This proves the theorem in the case u 2: s > 0 .  If we only have that u is 
nonnegative, we obtain (2.11) for u + s, which is evidently a variational solution 
to the obstacle problem in K';+,;,,J+c:(B). The assertion now follows by letting 
s ➔ O. □

We finish this section by considering an example that motivates the condition 
(2.4). Let 1: n ➔ ]Rn be an L-bilipschitz mapping, that is, 

1 
Llx - YI::; ll(x) - l(y)I::; Llx - YI 

for all x, y E n. Then obviously 1 is injective, and also 1-1 is a bilipschitz
mapping with the same constant L. Furthermore, by Rademacher's theorem, 1
and 1-1 are differentiable a.e. and 

½::; llf'(x)II::; L

for a.e. x E n. This implies the double inequality 

(2.12) ;
n 

::; IJ1(x)I ::;  Ln 

for a.e. x En, where J1(x) = det l'(x) is the Jacobian determinant. 
For completeness, we first recall an analogous result for p < oo. We assume 

that the kernel F(x, �) is defined everywhere in ]Rn x ]Rn , and define the pull-back 
of F under 1 to be 

1#,P F(x, �) = IJ1(x)l21P F(f(x), J'(x)-1 
* �),

whenever x E n is such that 1 is differentiable at x, and 
1#,p F(x, 0 = F(x, 0 

otherwise. Note that 1#,P F satisfies (1. 1) - (1.4) with constants L -2-2n/p a and
L2+2n/p f3, where a and /3 are the corresponding constants for F. 
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2.13. Lemma. Suppose that u E W1�':(n') is an (F,p)-extremal in D' and 
that f: D-tlR.n is a L-bilipschitz mapping. Then uof E W

1
�•:(j-1(D')) is an

(j# ,P F,p)-extremal in 1-1(D'). 
Proof Denote v = u of and fix an open set D <s 1- 1 (D'). Then vv(x) = 

f'(x)*vu(f(x)) a.e. in D, and we obtain by the integral transformation formula
for bilipschitz mappings, see [11, p.99], that 

l (J# ,PF(x, v'v(x))t12 dx = l (IJ1(x)J21PF(j(x), (f'(x)*)-1vv(x))y12 

dx

(2.14) = l F(f(x), vu(f(x))t12IJ1(x)ldx

= { F(y, vu(y)y12 dy.
jf(D) 

If w E W 1 ,P(D) is such that v - w E wJ,P(D), then the function <f> = w o 1- 1 

is in W 1 ·P(j(D)) and u - </> E W5'P(j(D)). Furthermore, repeating the above
reasoning, we have that 

Combining this with (2.14) and the assumption that u is an (F,p)-extremal 
proves the lemma. □

For the case p = oo we define 

whenever x E n is such that f is differentiable at x ,  and

otherwise. Again the assumptions (1.1) - (1.4) are satisfied, this time with con
stants L-2o: and L2 (3. 

2.15. Lemma. Suppose that u E W
1
�c"° (D') is an F-absolute minimizer in 

D,' and that f: D-+ JR.n is a L -bilipschitz mapping. Then u of E W
1
�:° (f- 1 (D'))

is an j# ,oo F-absolute minimizer in 1-1(D'). 
Proof Since f: 1- 1(D') ➔ D' n f (D) is one-to-one and we have the a.e.

pointwise equality v(v o f)(x) = f'(x)*vv(f(x)) for all v E W
1
�c"°(D' n f(D)), 

the lemma follows immediately. □
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Note that 

IJ#,oo F(x, 0 - J#,P F(x, 01 � 11 - IJ1(x)l21P IIF(J(x), J'(x)-l* ()I

� L2 JJll - IJ1(x)l21pll(l
2 

for a.e. x E JRn and for all ( E ]Rn , and thus, using (2.12) , we see that the 
condition (2.4) is valid for j#,oo F and j#,p F .  Roughly speaking, the above
discussion means that the diagram 

(j#,p F,p) 

11
(F,p) 

p➔oo � (j#,oo F, oo)

11

(F, oo) 

commutes as one can expect. 

3. Euler equations

In the classical calculus of variations, many important features of the minimiz
ers are obtained by investigating the properties of the Euler equation associated 
with the minimization problem. If p < oo ,  then the weak formulation of the Euler 
equation of the problem 

min {l F(x, "Vv)Pl2 dx : V - {) E wJ-,P(n)}

is derived by taking the derivative of the function 

where u is a minimizer and 'P E C';;" ( n) , at the point t = 0 . For p = oo this 
approach does not work, and we have to find another way to determine the Euler 
equation. As indicated in [4] and (17], the right answer is to take a formal limit 
of the Euler equations of the corresponding £P -problems and then use the notion 
of viscosity solutions. In order to do this successfully, we assume that F(x, () 
satisfies the following conditions introduced already in Section 1: 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

the mapping (x, 0 H 'V �F(x, () is continuous, 

the mapping x H F(x, 0 is differentiable for all� E ]Rn 

and (x, () H 'V xF(x, 0 is continuous, 
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and 

(3.3) 
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for every j = I, ... , n the second order partial derivative 
cJ2F 

ox ·o(. (
x

, 
0 exists and is continuous.

J J 

These conditions guarantee that the equations appearing below are pointwise well
defined and continuous. 

The next theorem is the main result of this section. For simplicity, we consider 
only the case F

p 
= F for all n < p ::; oo. In the general case one easily obtains a 

similar result by ass.uming that the occurring derivatives of F
p

(x, () are converging 
to the derivatives of F(x,(). 

3.4. Theorem. If u E w1 ,00(D) is a variational solution to the obstacle 
problem in K':,f,

,o 
(D), then it is a viscosity supersolution of 

(3.5) 

inn, where -�00 ,pu(x) = -V(F(x,Vu(x))) • 'vt,F(x,Vu(x)). Furthermore, if 
'lj;: n ➔ [-oo, oo) is continuous, then u is a viscosity solution of (3.5) in the open 
set {x C St: u(x) > 'lj;(x)}. 

Proof. Let Pj / oo and Uj E W1 ,Pi (D) be the unique solution to the obstacle 
problem in /C�,,o ( n) such that Uj ➔ u uniformly in n, see the proof of Proposition 
2.5. Fix a poi11L x0 En and a fun.ction <p E: C2(D) such that u(x0) = <p(x0) and 
u(x) > 1.p(x) for all x En\ {xo}. We want to show that 

(3.6) -b,,oo,F cp(xo) � 0.

Let R > 0 be such that B = B(x0,R) <s n, and note that 

inf (u(y) - cp(y)) > 0 
r:SJy-xoJ:SR 

for O < r < R. Since Uj ➔ u uniformly, there exists an index jr such that 

for all j > j,,, . In particular, if we choose a point Xj such that the function u:i - <p 
attains its minimum in B at Xj, then Xj E B(x0, r) for all j > jr . By letting 
r ➔ 0, we see that Xj ➔ x0 as j ➔ oo.

Next we recall that by Theorems 1.11 and 1.29, Uj is a viscosity supersolution 
of (1.13) in n. This implies that 
(3.7) 

( p • - 2 
) 

� ':.L.!.. 
- T F(xj, \J<p) 2 b,,00 ,F ({'(xj) - F(xj, Vcp) 2 div(V�F(xj, Vcp)) � 0
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for all j large enough. If 'v<p(xo) = 0, then by (1.5) also 'v(F(xo, 'v<p(x0)) = 0, 
and hence (3.6) is satisfied. Thus we may assume that l'v<p(xo)I > "Y > 0, which 
implies that l'v<p(xj)I > "Y/2 for all sufficiently large j. In particular, by (1.2) ,  
IF(xj, 'v<p(xj))I is bounded away from zero for j large enough, and thus we may 
divide in (3.7) by (Pt;-2 ) F(xj, 'v<p(xj))(Pi-4)!2. This leaves us with

Since <p E C2(!1) and Xj -+ Xo, the numerator 

is bounded independently of j, and hence the quotient on the right-hand side of 
the above inequality is converging to 0 as j -+ oo. We conclude that (3.6) holds, 
and the first assertion is thereby proved. 

In order to prove the second assertion, it suffices to show that u is a viscosity 
subsolution of (3.5) in B for every ball B <s {x E !1: u(x) > 'lj!(x)}. Such a ball 
B being fixed, we note that since Uj -+ u uniformly, Uj > 'lj! in B for j large 
enough. Hence by Theorems 1.15 and 1.31, Uj is a viscosity subsolution of (1.13) 
in B, and we obtain the second assertion by repeating the arguments used in the 
supersolution case. □

Another way of stating Theorem 3.4 in the case of a continuous obstacle is to 
say that a variational solution to the obstacle problem in K":J,',{)

(n) is a viscosity 
solution of 

in n with boundary values {). Hence, if 'If = -oo, we immediately obtain the 
following corollary. 

3.8. Corollary. If u E w1 ,00 (!1) is a variational F-absolute minimizer,
then u is a viscosity solution of (3.5) in n. 

In the case F(x, () = 0(x)( • (, the assumptions (3.1) - (3.3) are satisfied if 
0 E C1 (0) , and the Euler equation then takes the form 

-'v(0(x)'vu ·'vu)· 0(x)'vu = 0. 

Expanding this gives 
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where 'v0(0(x)'vu • 'vu) is a vector in ]Rn with 

80 

Bx; 
(x)'vu(x) • 'vu(x)

as its ith component. In particular, if 0(x) = I for all x E n, the Euler equation 
reduces to the oo -Laplacian

The viscosity solutions of the oo-Laplacian are often called oo-harmonic func

tions and they have a geometric interpretation as absolutely minimizing Lipschitz 
extensions, see [1], [17]. Jensen [17] proved that in the case F(x,O = 1�12 every 
F-absolute minimizer is a viscosity solution of the. Euler equation. We do not
know whether this is true or not for a general kernel F(x, �), but we still call (3.5)
the Euier equation of our minimization problem.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss properties of the following auxiliary 
equations introduced by Jensen in [17]: 

(3.9) min { F(x, \7u(x)) - f(x)2
, -A00 ,F u(x)} = 0 

(3.10) max {J(x)2 
-

F(x, 'vu(x)), -A00 ,F u(x)} = 0

Here, f E C(O) n £00 (0) is a positive and real-valued function. These equations 
play a crucial role in the next section, where we prove the comparison principle 
for viscosity solutions of (3.5). Note that a solution of (3.5) is a subsolution of 
(3.9) and a supersolution of (3.10). Furthermore, a solution of (3.9) is always a 
supersolution of (3.5), and, correspondingly, a solution of (3.10) is a subsolution 
of (3.5). Yet the most important feature of each of these equations is that the 
gradient of a solution is at least formally nonvanishing. 

3.11. Theorem. For each {} E w1,00 (O) there exist viscosity solutions u
and u of (3.9) and (3.10), respectively, such that u-19,'Jl-t9 E W1 •00 (0)nC0 (0).

Proof We first consider equation (3.9). Let p > n and let up E W1 ,P(Q) be 
the. nnique weak solution of 

(3.12) 

in n with boundary values {}. Then up is a minimizer of the functional 
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Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.5, we obtain the estimate 

for p > m > n. Since by the Sobolev embedding 

(3.1 3) implies that 
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for all p 2: m. Hence {u
p
}

p
::,:m is bounded in w1 ,m(n), and we can use the same 

kind of reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 2.5 to conclude that there exists 
a sequence Pj /' oo and a function u E w1

,

00 (D) such that uPj ➔ u uniformly 
in n and weakly in w 1 ,m(n) for all finite m. We prove that this limit function 
u is the desired solution of (3.9) .

We begin by showing that u is a subsolution. Let x0 E n and <p E C2(0) be
such that u(xo) = cp(x0) and u(x) < cp(x) for all x-/=- x0. We want to show that 

(3.14) min { F(xo, Vcp(xo)) - f(xo) 2 , -Aoo ,F cp(xo)} :S 0. 

As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we find a sequence Xj ➔ x0 such that Xj is a local 
maximum point of uPj - cp. Since by Theorem 1. 3 1  uPj is a viscosity subsolution 
of (3.12), we have that 

(3.15) 

for every j = 1, 2, .... If Vcp(x0) = 0 ,  we see, using (1.2), that (3.14) is clearly 
satisfied. Hence we may assume that IVcp(xj)I 2: '"Y > 0 for some constant '"Y and 
for all j large enough. Dividing in (3.15) by (Pj;-2 ) F(xj, Vcp(xj)/Pj-4)/2 -/=- O,
we obtain 
(3.16) 
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as j -)- oo, and thus -1:!.= ,F cp(xo) ::; 0 .  This proves that (3.14) always holds,
and hence u is a subsolution of (3.9). 

To prove that u is a supersolution, we again fix a point x0 E 0 and a test
function <Ii E C2 (0) such that u(x0) = <fi(x0) and u(x) > <fi(x) for all x =I= x0. 

Our aim is to show that 

(3.17)

As before, we find a sequence Xj ➔ x0 such that Xj is a local minimum point of
uPj - <Ii, and then, using Theorem 1.29, we have that 

(p· - 2
) 

�
-- -

1
-
2

- F(xj, 'v<fi(xj)) 2 f:l00 ,F<fi(xj)
(3.18)

-F(xj, 'vrj>(xj)) P/
2
-

2 

div('v(F(xj, 'vqi(xj))) 2: _!_ f(xJti-l.
Pj 

If F(xj, 'v<fi(xj)) = 0, then the left-hand side of (3.18) is equal to 0, which is 
impossible by the positivity of f. Hence we may divide both sides in (3.18) by
(Pi;-2 ) F(xj, 'v<fi(xj))(Pi-4ll2 to obtain
(3.19)

If we had f(xo)2 > F(x0 , 'i7</i(x0)) , then (3.19) would imply by the assumed
continuity that -f:l00 ,p<f;(x0) 2 oo, whi.d1 is dearly a contradiction. Therefore
F(x0, 'v</i(xo)) - f(x0)2 > 0, and we also have by (3.19) that -f:l00 ,p<p(x0) 2: 0. 
This proves that u is a supersolution of (3.9), and thus completes the proof of
our assertion concerning equation (3.9) . 

For equation (3.10), we simply note that if v is a viscosity solution of (3.9),
then by (1.4) and (1 .7) -v is a solution of (3.10). □ 

3.20. Remark. In the above proof it is not essential that we have precisely
1. f(x)P--l on the right-hand side of (3.12). Indeed, the same arguments can be
p 
used to show that equation (3.9) is satisfied by any limit function v= of the family
{ vp} of solutions to the equation 
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where J
p 

E C(D) n L00 (D) are positive and satisfy f
p 

➔ f uniformly as p ➔ oo. 

For the next lemma, we assume that F(x, �) satisfies the following strong

monotonicity condition: There exists a constant u > 0 and a number p0 < oo 
such that 

(3.21) (F(x,6)Yv7�F(x,6)-F(x,6)2?v\F(x,6))·(6-6) � a-P l6-6IP 

for all x E D , 6, 6 E ]Rn and p > Po . 

3.22. Lemma. For each {) E W1
•

00 (D) there exist viscosity solutions u and

y_ of (3.9) and (3.10), respectively, with boundary values {) for which

1 
0 � u(x) - y_(x) � -llflloo ,ndist(x, 8D)

(J" 

for all X En. 

Proof. By Theorem 3.11, we can construct a solution u of (3.9) as a limit of 
weak solutions u

Pi 
of (3.12) with boundary values {). Furthermore, by the last 

remark in the proof of Theorem 3.11, y_ can be obtained as a limit function of 
a subsequence of (:If P

i
) , denoted again by (:If P

i
) , where 1f

pi 
is the unique weak 

solution of 

(3.23) -div (F(x, 'vr.p/Pi -2ll2'v�F(x, 'vr.p)) = - :j f(x)I'i -l

with boundary values {). Note that since u
Pi 

is a weak supersolution and y,Pi a 
weak subsolution of (1.13), we have by the comparison principle that u

Pi 
2:: 1f

pi 
, 

and thus u 2:: 1f in n. On the other hand, using u
Pi 

- y,
Pi 

E w;•Pi (D) as a 
test function in the weak formulations of (3.12) and (3.23) and subtracting the 
resulting equations, we obtain by applying (3.21) and the Poincare inequality ( 
see [14, 7.44] ) that 
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whenever Pj 2: q, and hence we have by the weak lower semicontinuity of norms 
that 

( 1 ) l/q 1 

Vn
!Vu - 'vlflq dx � ;;:llf lloo,n

for any q < oo . Consequently, 

1

ll'vu - v'lflloo ,n � -llf lloo,n,
(T 

which clearly implies the claim because u - 1f E C0(D). □

4. The comparison principle and uniqueness

In this section, we prove the comparison principle for the viscosity solutions 
of (3.5), and consequently obtain that the Dirichlet problem 

{
-iloo,F v(x) = 0

v=g 

inn 
on an 

has a unique viscosity solution for every g E C(8D). The idea of the proof is to 
show first that the comparison principle is true for equations (3.9) and (3.10), 
and then, by the results obtained at the end of Section 3, to conclude that it is 
indeed true also for equation (3.5). This indirect method is due to Jensen, who 
in [17] proved the result in the case of the oo-Laplacian. Our proof is a rather 
straightforward generalization of Jensen's proof, although we have simplified his 
arguments by using the maximum principle for semicontinuous functions. In order 
that the proof would work, we have to assume that the kernel F(x, () satisfies some
additional regularity conditions that will be specified later. 

We begin by constructing "strict"supersoiutions of (3.9). 

4.L Lemma. Suppose that w is a bounded viscosity supersolution of (3.9)
in D. Then for every 1 > 0 there is a function w such that llw - wlloo,n < 1
and w is a viscosity supersolution of

min { F(x, v'v(x)) - f(x)2
, -.6.00 ,F v(x)} = µmin{l, f (x)4

} 

for some µ = µ(w, a, /3, 1) > 0.

Proof We look for the function w in a form w = g ( w) , where g: lR ➔ lR
is a smooth and increasing function such that g- 1 is also smooth. Let x0 E D
and suppose that <p E C2(D) is such that w(x0) = cp(x0) and w(x) 2: <p(x) for 
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all X En. Then for </> = g-1(cp) we have that </> E C2(D) ,  w(xo) = </>(xo) and
w ( x) 2': 1> ( x) for all x E n , and hence 

(4.2) min { F(xo, v7</>(xo)) - f(xo)2, -b..oo ,F </>(xo)} 2': 0.

Therefore, since

and

we have, using (4.2) together with the homogeneity assumption, that

(4.3)

and

-.6.oo ,F <p(xo) = - v' xF(xo, v' <p) • v' r:,F(xo, v' cp)

- D2<p(xo)v'r:,F(xo, 'ilcp) • 'ilr:,F(xo, v7cp)

(4.4) = -g'(</>)3D..oo,F</>(xo)

-g1(1>)2g''(</>)(v'</> 0 v7</>)v7r:,F(xo, v71>) • Vr:,F(xo, v71>)

= -g'(</>)3b..oo,F </>(xo) -g'(1>)2g"(1>) [Vr:,F(xo, v71>) • v71>J
2
.

Since w is bounded, we may assume without loss of generality that ll1>11 00 ,n S Co
for some constant C0 > 0. For s > 0 we now define 

g(t) = (I+ s)t - 4�/
2 

if It! < 2C0, and then extend this function to an increasing function defined on the
whole real-line. Because g'(t) 2". 1 + s/2 and g"(t) = - 2

�
0 

whenever ltl::; Co ,
we infer from (4.3) that 

(4.5) F(xo, v'cp(xo)) - f(xo)2 2". sf(xo)2 

and from ( 4.2) and ( 4.4) that

(4.6) 
-.6.oo ,F cp(xo) 2". 2�0 ci:2lv7</>(xo)l4 2 2�0 (�)

2
F(xo, v'</>(x0))2 

2': 2�o 
(�)

2

f(xo)4 .
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Combining (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain

min { F(xo, 'v<p(xo)) - f (xo)2, -!:::..oo,F <p(xo)} � µmin{l, f(xo)4 }

for some constant µ = µ(a,/3,c:,Co) > 0.  Since Jg(t) -tl S ¥c: for every
ltl S Co, w = g( w) has all the desired properties provided that we choose c: > 0
to be sufficiently small. D 

Next we recall the maximum principle for semicontinuous functions. We first
define the closures of the second order semidifferentials introduced in Section 1. 

4.7. Definition. A pair (q,X) E ]Rn x Sn belongs to D
2 '+ u(x) if there

is a sequence (xj,qj,Xj) E n  x ]Rn x Sn such that (q1,X1) E D2 ,+u(xj) and
(x1,u(x1),q1,X1)--+ (x,u(x),q,X) as j--+ oo.
Correspondingly, a pair (s, Y) E ]Rn x Sn belongs Lo D2

'-·u(y) if there is a sequence
(yj, Sj, Yj) ED x ]Rn x Sn such that (sj, Yj) E D2,-u(y1) and (y1, u(yj), s1, Yj)--+
(y,u(y),s, Y) as j--+ oo. 

Note that if u is a viscosity subsolution of the equation G = 0 ,  then by the
continuity of G we have that G(x,u(x),q,X) SO for all (q,X) E D 2 '+ u(x) . An
analogous remark holds for supersolutions. 

Theorem 4.8 below is a simplified version of the maximum principle for semi
continuous functions. For the proof and further information concerning the result,
see [7], [8, § 3] or [16, §2]. 

4.8. Theorem. Suppose that u and -v are real-valued and upper semicon
tinuous in n and that (xr, Yr) En X n is a local maximum point of the function
u(x) -v(y) -(T/2)lx -yl

2 for T > 0. Then there exist Xn Yr E Sn such that 
-2,+ 

(4.9) (T(Xr -Yr),Xr)ED u(xr),
-2-

(4.10) (T(Xr -yr), Yr) ED ' v(yr)
and 

(4.11) -3T(1
o 

o\ < (Xr 

, 1) - , 0 

Note in particular that by (4.11)

0 \ ( 1 

-Yr ) S 3T '-1

v 
C 

,- ,r . ( Xr
A 7c, • C: - 1 r'I/ ·'I/ = I " \ u 

-I')
1 

(4.12) S 3T ( !
1 

-/) ( �) • ( l 77)

= 3-rll - r1l
2 

for all l, 77 E ]Rn , and hence, choosing l = 77, we see that X7 S Yr . The next
simple lemma is also taken from [8, Prop. 3.7]. 
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4.13. Lemma. Suppose that u and -v are real-valued and upper semicon
tinuous in IT and denote 

for T > 0 . If ( Xr , Yr ) E IT x IT is such that 

then 

(i) limr-Hx, TJXr - Yr J

2 
= 0;

(ii) limr-too Mr
= u(x) - v(x) = sup

xEIT(u(x) - v(x))
whenever x is a limit point of Xr as T ➔ oo .

Now we state the regularity assumptions needed to obtain the comparison 
principle. These rather technical conditions will help us to overcome the fact that 
we are dealing with functions that are only semicontinuous. We assume that the 
following holds 

For every ball B <s n, there exist constants C > 0 and O < ,.,, S 1 such that 
for all ( E !Rn and for all x, y E B 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

and 

(4.16) 

Note that by the mean-value theorem and (4.15), we further have 

(4.17) 

for all ( E !Rn and x, y E B . 

4.18. Theorem. Suppose that u, v: IT-> IR are bounded, u is upper semi
continuous and v is lower semicontinuous in n. If u is a viscosity subsolution 
and v is a supersolution of (3.9) in n such that at least one of them is locally 
Lipschitz continuous, then 

(4.19) sup(u(x) -- v(x)) = sup (u(x) - v(x)). 
xEQ xE&Q 
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Proof. We argue by contradiction and assume that (4.19) fails. By Lemma 
4.1, there is a function v and a constant µ > 0 such that 

(4.20) sup(u(x) - v(x)) > sup (u(x) - v(x))

and 
xEn xE8Q 

min { F(x, vv(x)) -f(x)2 , -�oo ,F v(x)} ;:: µmin{l, f(x)4 } 

in the viscosity sense. Note that if v E W1�';'(D) ,  then by the construction in 
Lemma 4.1 also v E W1�';'(D). 

Let (xr , Yr ) be a maximum point of u(x) - v(y) -(T/2)Jx -yJ2 in TT x TI. 
Because TI is compact , we can always find a sequence Tj --+ oo and a point x0 E TI 
such that x7j 

--+ x0. By Lemma 4.13 , xo is a maximum point of the function u-v 
in TI , and by ( 4.20) , it is an interior point of D. In particular , for j large enough , 
x7j 

and y7j 
belong to a fixed ball B @ D. In order to simplify notation , we denote 

Tj == T and from no,v on drop the subscript T . 

Next we apply Theorem 4.8 and conclude that there exist matrices X, YE Sn 

such that (4.9) -(4.11) hold. Using (4.12) ,  we have that 

(4.21) 
G(y, T(x - y), Y) - G(x, T(x -y), X) 

= T2 [X Y(F(x, x - y) • Y(F(x, x -y) -Y 'v€F(y, x -y) • Y(F(y, x -y)] 

+ T3 [v xF(x, X - y) • Yt,F(x, X - y) - V xF(y, X - y) · 'vt,F(y, X - y)] 

::; 3T3 Jv(F(x, X - y) -Y(F(y, X - y)J2 

+ T3 [ (v xF(x, X - y) - V xF(y, X - y)) • v�F(x, X - y) 

-V xF(y, X - y). (v(F(y, X - y) - V �F(x, X - y) )] '
where G is the expanded form of ( 3.5) ,  that is , 

G(z,q,M) = -Mv�F(z,q) · v�F(z,q)- 'vxF(z,q) · v�F(z,q). 
Combining (4.21) with the assumptions (4 14) -(4 16) then e;ives 

G(y, T(x -y), Y) -G(x, T(x -y), X)::; CT::l Jx - yJ3+tc 

for 1-,, > 0. Hence we have that 

0 < µ min{l, f (y)4 } ::; min { F(y, T(x -y)) -f (y)2 , G(y, T(x -y), Y)} 

-min { F(x, T(x - y)) -f(x)2
, G(x, T(x -y), X)}

::; max {IF(y, T(x -y)) - F(x, T(x -y))I + lf(x)2 

- f(y)2 I, 

( 4.22) G(y, T(x -y), Y) -G(x, T(x -y), X)} 

S: Cmax { T2 Jx -yJ3 
+ lf(x)

2 -f(y)
2
I, T

3 Jx -yl
3+i< }, 
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where we also used ( 4.17). 
Recall now that at least one of the functions u and v is locally Lipschitz and 

assume that this function is u for example. Because 

for all z1 , z2 E n,  we have, by putting z1 = z2 = y and using the Lipschitz 
continuity, that 

rlx - yl2::::; 2(u(x) - u(y))::::; Clx - YI-

This implies that rlx - YI'-+ 0 as r-+ oo for all 1 > 1 ,  and, in particular, that 
the right-hand side of ( 4.22) tends to zero as r -+ oo. Since the left-hand side 
remains positive, we have a contradiction and the theorem follows. □

4.23. Remark In the case of the oo-Laplacian, an equivalent way to write 
equation (3.9) is 

min {l\7u(x)I - f(x), --6.oou(x)} = 0. 

Hence (3.9) can be viewed as a gradient constraint problem and results concern
ing it are of independent interest. Theorems 3.11 and 4.18 imply that for given 
'8 E w 1 ,00(0) this problem has a unique viscosity solution u E W1 ,00(D) such 
that u - '8 E Co(O). 

For equation (3.10) the comparison principle now follows easily. 

4.24. Theorem. Suppose that u, v: IT -+ lR are bounded, u is upper semi
continuous and v is lower semicontinuous in IT .  If u is a viscosity subsolution 
and v is a supersolution of (3.10) in n such that at least one of them is locally 
Lipschitz continuous, then 

sup(u(x) - v(x)) = sup (u(x) - v(x)). 
xEQ xEDS1 

Proof We simply note that by the homogeneity of F, -u is a supersolu
tion and -v is a subsolution of (3.9). The claim now follows immediately from 
Theorem 4.18. □

Now we are ready to prove the comparison principle for viscosity solutions of 
(3.5) with Lipschitz boundary values. 

4.25" Theorem" Suppose that F(x, �) satisfies (3.21) and (4.14) - (4.16). 
Let u be a bounded subsolution and v be a bounded supersolution of (3.5) in n, 
and assume that there exist -61 , -62 E w1 ,00(n) n C(IT) such that ulen = '81len 
and vlen = -62len. Then 

sup(u(x) - v(x)) = sup (u(x) - v(x)). 
xEQ xEDS1 
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Proof Let c > 0 and choose f = € in (3.9) and (3.10). By Lemma 3.22, 
there exist viscosity solutions u6 and '11.c of (3.9) and (3.10), respectively, such 
that ue: - '!91,'11.c - '!91 E Co(n) and 

sup(uc(x) - 11c(x))::; C(O', n)s. 
xEQ 

Further, by Theorem 3.11, there exists a viscosity solution :!d.,: of (3.10) such that 
11_6 - 192 E C0 (n). Since u is a subsolution of (3.9) and v is a supersolution of 
(3.10) , we have by Theorems 4.18 and 4.24 that 

u - V ::; U6 - 1!_6 = (u0 - 'l1_g) + ('11.c - :!d.,:).

Using Theorems 4.18 and 4.24 again, we then obtain 

sup(u(x) - v(x))::; sup(u0(x) - .¼:(x)) + sup(1fc(x) - 12.c(x)) 
xEQ xEQ xEQ 

::; Cc + sup (� ( x) - :!d.,: ( x)) 
xE8Q 

=Cs+ sup (u(x) - v(x)).
xE8Q 

Our assertion follows by letting c ➔ 0 . D 

4.26. Remark. We used the assumption (3.21) only in the proof of Lemma 
3.22. Hence Theorem 4.25 above is true if F satisfies (4.14)-(4.16), and we know 
a priori that Ug - � ➔ 0 uniformly in n as c ➔ 0. 

4.27. Corollary. If K;f,
{!

(n) # 0, there exists a unique variational solution
to the obstacle problem in K;p,,9

(n). In particular, if u
p 

is the unique (F,p) -
minimizer with boundary values 'l9 E W1 •00(n), then the whole family {u

p
}

p
>n is

converging to an F -absolute minimizer Uoo E W1 •00 (n). 

Proof The existence of a variational solution to the obstacle problem in 
K;f,.

0
(0) was already established in Theorem 2.3. Suppose now that we have 

two variational solutions, u and v, and consider the open set 

D = {x En: u(x) > v(x) }. 

Since v is continuous and u is clearly a solution to the obstacle problem in 
KC:,v(D), Theorem 3.4 implies that u is a solution of (3.5) in D .  Because v 
is a supersolution, we conclude by Theorem 4.25 that u ::; v in D , and hence 
D = (/J. By switching the roles of u and v we see that u = v as desired. D 

Consider again the special case F(x, O = 0(x )( • C It is clear that the 
assumptions (4.14) - (4.16) are satisfied if 0 E C

1
�;(n) for some ""> 0. To see 
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that also (3.21) holds, we first note that there exists a function '11: n ➔ Sn such
that '112 

= 0 , see e.g. [13, 6.6.4]. Hence we have that

� E..::l 

((06. 6) 2 06 - (06. 6) 2 06) . (6 - 6)

= (lw61p-2'1'6 - l'l'6lp-2
w6) • ('116 - '116)

= !(lw61p-
2 + l'l'6lp-

2

)lw((1 -6)1
2 

2 

+ � (lw61p-2 

- l'l'6lp-
2

) (1'1161
2 

-1'1161
2
)

2: �aP12(l6lp-2 + l6lp-
2

)l6 -61
2 

(fo)p 
2: 2 l6-6IP,

which is the desired inequality. We conclude by Theorem 4.25 that if 0 has locally
Holder continuous partial derivatives, then the comparison principle is valid.

Using the comparison principle, we obtain the following important interior
regularity result.

4.28. Lemma. If u is a locally bounded viscosity subsolution of (3.5), then
u E W1

�'c"° (0). Similarly, if v is a locally bounded viscosity supersolution of (3.5),
then VE Wz�'

c

00 (0).

Proof We prove only the subsolution case. Let O < /j < 1 and denote

00 = {x E 0: dist(x, 80) > o}.

By the assumptions, M0 = llull 00 ,n
0 

is finite for every /j > 0. Let x1,x2 E 020.
If lx1 -x2I 2: o, then 

(4.29)

Now assume that lx1 - x21 < o. We then have by (4.29) that

2M0 u(x) :S u(x1) + -0
-lxi -xl

for all x E 8B(x1, o). Denote B' = B(x1, o) \ {xi} and let w E W1
,

00(B') be a
solution of (3.5) in B' with boundary values cp(x) = (2M0/o)lx1 - xl. Since w
is an F -absolute minimizer, we obtain 

(
2M 

)
2 

IIF(x, v'w(x))lloo,B' :S IIF(x, v'cp(x))lloo,B1 :S /3 T , 
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and thus

(
/3

)
1/22M 

JJ\i'wJJoo,B ' :::; ; -I-·

Now let w" and 'W..c be solutions of (3.9) and (3.10), respectively, with boundary
values r.p. By Theorems 4.18 and 4.24, 'W..c :::; w ::; w" in B', and thus w" ➔ w
uniformly as c ➔ 0 by Lemma 3.22. Since u is a subsolution of (3.9), we have
by Theorem 4.18 that u ::; u(x1) + w" for every c > 0 ,  and thus u ::; u(x1) + w
in B'. This combined with the gradient estimate above gives 

for all x E B(x1, 5). In particular,

and hence, by changing the roles of x1 and x2, we have

This together with ( 4.29) proves the assertion in the subsolution case. □

4.30. Example. For a general kernel F, the above lemma is essentially
everything that is known about the regularity of viscosity solutions and superso
lutions of (3.5). In the case F(x,() = 1(12 , it follows from the results of Aronsson
in [I] and [3] that viscosity solutions are not in general solutions in the classical
sense. A particularly interesting example considered by Aronsson is the function 

where X = (x1 , ... , Xn) E ]Rn . A direct computation shows that U E C
1
�;13(JRn )

and that u does not have the second order partial derivative %:'t on the hyperplane
{ x E ]Rn : x, = 0} , i = 1, ... , n. On the other hand, it is not h;rd to verify directly
that u is a viscosity solution of the oo-Laplacian in ]Rn . Observe in particular
that the singular set of u, that 1s, the set in which u is not a classicai soiution,
is bigger than the set { x E ]Rn : v' u ( x) = 0} . Since for a finite exponent p a
weak solution u

p 
of (1.13) is, in this special case, known to be real analytic away

from the set {v'u
p

(x) = 0}, this example illustrates the fact that oo-harmonic
functions do not inherit all the nice properties of the solutions of (1.13). 

As a consequence of the interior regularity result above, we obtain a more
general form of the comparison principle. 
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4.31. Corollary. Suppose that u and v are locally bounded, u is a viscosity 
subsolution and v is a supersolution of (3.5) in n. If 

(4.32) lim supu(x )::::; Iiminfv(x) 
x➔z 

x➔z 

for all z E an and if both sides of ( 4.32) are not simultaneously oo or -oo, then 
U::::; V in f2. 

Proof As before, we denote n0 = {x En: dist(x,an) > o} for o > 0. By 
( 4.32), for every c > 0 there is o > 0 such that u < v + E: in n \ n0 . Indeed, 
if such a o does not exist, we can find a sequence Xj E n converging to a point 
z E an such that u(xj) 2 v(xj) + c: for all j = I, 2, .... This implies that 

lim sup u(x) 2 liminf v(x) + c:, 
X-rZ 

which contradicts ( 4.32) since both sides are not simultaneously oo or -oo. By 
the previous lemma, u, V E w1 ,00(n., ) n C(TI.,), and thus we have by Theorem 
4.25 that u ::::; v + c: in D., . Hence u � v + E: in n, and we obtain the assertion by 
letting c: -+ 0 . □

We close this section by improving our existence result concerning F-absolute 
minimizers. 

4.33. Corollary. If g E C(an), there exists a unique viscosity solution u 
of (3.5) in n such that ulan = g. Furthermore, u E W1�';' (n) and it is also an
F -absolute minimizer. 

Proof We first extend the function g to a continuous function w: ]Rn ➔ lR 
and via mollification find a sequence Wi E W

1
�';' (1Rn ) such that llwi - wlloo ,D ➔ 0 

as i ➔ oo. Let now ui E w1 ,00(n) be the solution of (3.5) with boundary values 
wi . By the comparison principle, { ui} is a Cauchy sequence in C (TI) , and thus 
we find a function u such that ulan = g and Ui ➔ u uniformly in n. 

We claim that u is a solution of (3.5). To prove this, we fix a point xo E D 
and a test function <p E C2 (n) such that u(x0) = <p(x0) and u(x) < rp(x) for 
all x ,f. x0. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we find by the uniform convergence 
a sequence Xi ➔ x 0 such that Xi is a local maximum point of ui - <p. Since Ui 
is a solution of (3.5), we have that -L100 ,F rp(xi) ::::; 0 for every i = 1, 2, . . . .  By 
continuity, this implies that u is a viscosity subsolution. Similarly, we obtain that 
u is a supersolution and thus a solution of (3.5). The uniqueness and the interior
regularity of u follow from Corollary 4.31 and Lemma 4.28, respectively.

To prove that u is an F -absolute minimizer, we fix an open set D <s n . Since 
u E W1

,
00(D), we have by the comparison principle and Corollaries 3.8 and 4.27

that u is the unique variational F -absolute minimizer in D with boundary values
u . This shows that 1.1 is an F -absolute minimizer in n and hence completes the
proof. □
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5. Supersolutions and (F, oo )-super harmonic functions

In this section we study certain properties of viscosity supersolutions of the 
Euler equation (3.5). We first show that every supersolution is a local limit 
of a sequence of supersolutions of the Euler equations of the corresponding £P -
problems. This is done by establishing the fact that a supersolution of (3.5) is 
locally a variational solution to a suitable obstacle problem. After that, we define 
( F, oo )-super harmonic functions via comparison and prove that supersolutions are 
exactly superharmonic functions. As a result of all this, we obtain that every 
supersolution of (3.5) is in W1�'� (D) and that nonnegative supersolutions satisfy 
Harnack's inequality. 

Throughout this section, we assume that viscosity sub- and supersolutions 
satisfy the comparison principle, that is, Corollary 4.31 holds. 

5.1. Theorem. If u is a locally bounded viscosity supersolution of (3.5) in 
D, then it ·ii; lhi:; ·uniq·ue variational sol'Ution to the obstacle problem in KC: u (D)
for each open D E D . In particular, for each open D E D there is a seq�ence 
(u

p
) of viscosity supersolutions of (1.13) such that U

p
➔ u uniformly in D. 

Proof Fix an open set D E D and observe that by Lemma 4.28 u E K':;'
11 

(D). 
Let v E W 1 ,00(D) be the variational solution to the obstacle problem in K.f:,

u
(D) 

and notice that v 2'. u by the definition of K':,
u

(D). By Theorem 3.4, ; is a 
solution of (3.5) in the open set D' = { v > u}. Since u = v on 8D' and u is a 
supersolution, the comparison principle implies that v :S: u in D' . Thus D' = 0 
and u = v in D. □

Theorem 5.1 implies Harnack's inequality for locally bounded nonnegative 
supersolutions of (3.5).

5.2. Corollary. Let u be a locally bounded and nonnegative viscosity super
solution of (3.5) in a domain D, and assume that K CD is compact. Then 

supu::; Cinfu 
K K 

for some constant C = C(a, /3, D, K). 
Proof We may assume without loss of generality that also K is connected. 

Let d = dist(K, 80). By Theorem 5.1, u is locally a variational solution to the 
obstacle problem, and thus if we choose R = d/2 and r = d/4 in Theorem 2.7, 
we obtain the estimate 

s�p u::; C(a, /3) irJ1- u

for every ball B with radius d/ 4. and with center in K. Because K is compact 
and connected, there is a constant N , depending only on D and K , such that 
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any two points x, y E K can be joined by a chain of balls B1 , ... , EN with radii 
d/4. Hence we have that 

which proves the corollary. D 

Next we define ( F, co) -super harmonic functions. The definition is an obvi
ous modification of the definition of ( F, p )-super harmonic functions for the corre
sponding £P -problem, see [15, eh. 7]. 

n if 
5.3. Definition. A function u: n -+ JR. U {oo} is (F, co)-superharmonic in 

(i) u is lower semicontinuous,
(ii) u :;i co in each component of n, and

(iii) for each open D <s D and each viscosity solution h E C(D) of (3.5), the
inequality u 2:: h on 8D implies u 2:: h in D.

A function v is ( F, co) - subharmonic if -v is ( F, co) -super harmonic. 

In the nonlinear potential theory the class of ( F, p )-super harmonic functions 
is one of the basic objects to study. In this work we merely note some basic facts 
about ( F, co )-super harmonic functions and their connection to viscosity superso
lutions of (3.5). 

5.4. Lemma. If u is (F, co) -superharmonic in D and D <s D is open, then 
there is an increasing sequence ui E W1 ,00 (D) of viscosity supersolutions of (3.5) 
such that u = limi-➔oo Ui in D . 

Proof Since u is lower semicontinuous, there is an increasing sequence 
<f!i E 000 (IR.n ) such that <f!i -+ u in D, see for example [15, pp. 75-76]. Let 
ui E W1 •00 (D) be the variational solution to the obstacle problem in 1c:;,,'Pi (D). 
We first show that the sequence ( ui) is increasing. In order to do that, we set 
Di = { ui+l < ui} and note that Ui > ui+1 2:: <f!i+l 2:: <f!i in Di . By Theorem 
3.4, this implies that ui is a solution of (3.5) in Di , and hence we have by the 
comparison principle that Ui ::; ui+1 in Di . Thus Di is empty and the sequence 
(ui) is increasing. In particular, the limit limi-+ooui(x) exists for all x ED. 

Next we look at the set { u < u i} for a fixed i . Again we easily see that 
ui is a solution in this set, and thus, by the definition of (F, co )-super harmonic 
functions, we have that u 2:: ui in D for every i = 1, 2,. . . . We conclude that 

u = _lim <f!i :S _lim Ui :S u, 
i➔oo i➔oo 

which shows that (ui) is the desired sequence. D 
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5.5. Corollary. If u is (F, oo) -superharmonic in a domain D, then u is 
locally bounded. In particular, every ( F, oo) -superharmonic function is real-valued. 

Proof We fix an open set D (S n. By the definition of (F, oo )-super harmonic 
functions, there is a point x E n such that u( x) < oo. Since x is not necessarily 
in D, we let D' (S n be an open set containing both x and D. Furthermore, by 
the lower semicontinuity of u, we may assume that u :2'. E > 0 in D' . 

Let Ui E w1 ,00 (D') be an increasing sequence of nonnegative supersolutions 
of (3.5) converging to u in D'. Corollary 5.2 then implies that ui(Y) :S: Cui(x) 
for all y E D' and for all i = 1, 2, ... with a constant C independent of i. Hence 
u(y) ::; Cu(x) for all y ED' and we have that 

(5.6) supu::; Cu(x) < oo. 

This shows that u is locally bounded above and thus proves the corollary. D 

5.7. Remark. In the above proof we obtained the estimate (5.6) for any 
point x E D' in which the function u is finite. Once we know that (F, oo )
superharmonic functions are real-valued, this implies Harnack's inequality for non
neg-ative superharmonic functions, that is, 

supu::; C(o:,,B,K,D)infu 
K K 

for every compact set K C n and for every nonnegative ( F, oo) -super harmonic 
function u in a domain D . 

The fact that (F, oo )-superharmonic functions are real-valued enables us to 
prove the following interesting result. 

5.8. Theorem. A function u is (F, oo)-superharmonic if and only if it is a 
viscosity supersolution of (3.5). 

Proof. Assume first that u is a supersolution of (3.5) and fix D � D. If 
h E C(D) is a solution of (3.5) in D such that h ::; u on 8D, then by the 
comparison principle h ::; u in D. Since u is by definition real-valued and lower 
semicontinuous, we have that u is (F', oo)-superharmonic. 

For the converse, we argue by contradiction and assume that there exists 
x0 En and r.p E C2 (f2) such that u(x0) = (f)(x0), u(x) > (f)(x) for all x # x0 and 

(5.9) -D..oo ,F cp(xo) < 0.

By continuity, there is a ball B centered at x0 such that if x E B, then (5.9) 
holds with x0 replaced by x. Let 

m = inf (u(x) - cp(x)), 
xE8B 
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and observe that m > 0 because the function u - 1.p is lower semicontinuous. We 
define (p = 1.p + m/2 and let v E C(B) be the unique viscosity solution of (3.5) 
with boundary values (p. Since rp is a subsolution of (3.5) in B, we have by 
the comparison principle that v 2: rp in B. On the other hand, u 2: v on 8B, 
and thus u 2: v in B by the definition of (F, oo)-superharmonic functions. In 
particular, u 2: rp in B, which contradicts the fact that u(x0) < rp(xo). This 
completes the proof. D 

Observe that Theorem 5.8 combined with Corollary 5.5 implies that every 
viscosity supersolution of (3.5) is locally bounded. Thus the statements of Lemma 
4.28 and Corollary 4.31 are valid for an arbitrary supersolution u, and, in partic
ular, we have that u E W

1
�c"''(n). 

Theorem 5.8 offers an easy way to establish the following variant of the fun
damental convergence theorem of the classical potential theory. 

5.10. Theorem. Suppose that F is a nonempty family of viscosity superso
lutions of (3. 5) in O, locally uniformly bounded below. Then 

u*(x) = inf u(x) 
uEF 

is also a viscosity supersolution of (3.5). 

Proof It suffices to show that u* is ( F, oo )-super harmonic in n. For that, 
we fix an open set D <s n and let h E C(D) be a viscosity solution of (3.5) such 
that u* 2: h on 8D. By Theorem 5.8 and the definition of (F, oo )-superharmonic 
functions, u 2: h in D whenever u E F, and hence also u* 2: h in D. 

Thus it remains to show that u* is real-valued and lower semicontinuous. 
First notice that since the family F is uniformly bounded below in D and 
min{u1, u2} is a supersolution of (3.5) whenever u1 and u2 are supersolutions, 
we may assume without loss of generality that llulloo ,D ::; C for some constant 
C > 0 and for every u E F. By the proof of Lemma 4.28, this implies that every 
u E F is Lipschitz continuous in D with a uniform Lipschitz constant L. Now
take x, y E D and assume that u* (x) > u* (y). For E: > 0 we choose uc E F such
that u* (y) 2: uc (y) ·- E:, and then obtain that

This shows that u* E W
1
�':'°(n), and, in particular, that u* is real-valued and 

lower semicontinuous. The theorem now follows. D 

We close this section by noting the strict minimum principle as an immediate 
consequence of the Harnack inequality. 

5.11. Corollary. A nonconstant viscosity supersolution of (3.5) cannot at
tain its infimum in a domain n.
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6. The eigenvalue problem for the oo-Laplacian

In this last section, we restrict our attention to the case F(x, () = 1(12 and
consider a different type of minimization problem, namely the problem of mini
mizing the quotient 

(6.1) IIVulloo,n 
llulloo,n

among all the functions u E w1,00 (D) n C0 (D) , u-/=- 0. The motivation to study
this problem comes from its interpretation as a limit problem; the quotient (6.1) 
is a formal limit of the nonlinear Rayleigh quotient 

(6.2) In IVulP dx 

In lulP dx 

the minimizers of which form the eigenspace corresponding to the first eigenvalue 
of the p-Laplace operator 

1 < p < CX). 

As seen in the earlier sections, the operator 

(6.3) -6.00u(x) = -D2u(x)Vu(x) · Vu(x)

can be justifiably regarded as the correct limit of the p-Laplacians, and it is 
therefore natural to ask whether it is possible to identify a subclass of minimizers of 
(6.1) that in some sense forms the eigenspace corresponding to the first eigenvalue 
of the oo-Laplacian (6.3). 

It is not, however, a priori clear what should be used as the correct formulation 
of the eigenvalue problem for the oo-Laplacian. For a finite exponent p, one 
usually looks for weak solutions of 

(6.4) 

with the boundary condition u E wJ,P(D). Due to the compatible homogeneity on 
the right-hand side, the set of solutions to this equation for a fixed ;\ E JR. consists 
of the trivial solution u = 0 and of a union of one dimensional linear subspaces of 
the Sobolev space. If this union is non-void, that is, equation (6.4) has a nontrivial 
solution, then the number >.. is called an eigenvalue of the p-Laplacian. It is well
known that there exists a smallest eigenvalue >..1 (p) > 0 which is characterized as 
the infimum of the nonlinear Rayleigh quotient (6.2) in the set Wl'P (D) \ {O}. This 
first eigenvalue has many special properties. It is simple, which means that the 
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corresponding eigenfunctions are just constant multiples of each other. Moreover, 
these first eigenfunctions do not change their sign in the domain n , and they are 
the only eigenfunctions with this property. For the proof of these facts and for a 
more thorough discussion on equation (6.4), see [20] and the references therein. In 
what follows, we derive the limit equation of (6.4) in the case,\= >. 1 (p) and show 
that it has certain properties that make it reasonable to call its viscosity solutions 
eigenfunctions associated with the first eigenvalue of the oo -Laplacian. As will 
come evident later on, this equation is intimately connected to the geometry of 
the domain n and is therefore of independent interest. Our approach is closely 
related to that in [18], where this problem has also been studied. 

As the first step, we obtain a candidate for the first eigenvalue of the 
oo-Laplacian by looking at the limiting behavior of the numbers >.1 (p) asp➔ oo. 

6.5. Lemma. Let >. 1 (p) be the first eigenvalue of the p-Laplacian in n.

Then 

where d = II dist(x, 80) lloo,n.

Proof Recall first that the number >-1 (p) is characterized as the infimum 
of the nonlinear Rayleigh quotient (6.2) in the set wJ,P(O) \ {O}. Because the 
distance function o(x) = dist(x,80) belongs to the space wJ,P(D) for all p < oo 
and satisfies lv'o(x)I = 1 for a.e. x ED , we have 

On the other hand, since Lipschitz functions are dense in wJ,P(D), we get 

If we denote by I
p 

the infimum on the right, then, by Holder's inequality, the 
sequence (I

p
) is non-decreasing, and thus it has a limit when p ---, oo. By the 

same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2.5, it is not hard to see that this 
limit equals to 

Ioo = inf llv'cplloo,'2· 
,pEW 1 000(n)nCo(O) 

ll'Plloo.n = l 

To complete the proof, we only need to note that I 00 = 1 /d. Indeed, if we fix 
X En and choose y E an such that o(x) = Ix -yl' then 
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for every cp E W1 •00 (0) n Co(O) . Since llv'olloo,n = 1 ,  this implies that the 
distance function is a minimizer of the quotient (6.1), and we are done. □ 

We next turn to the question of the limit equation in the case A = A1 (p). 
Suppose that u

p 
E wJ-•P(O) is the unique nonnegative solution of (6.4) satisfying 

llup llp ,n = 1 .  By the Harnack inequality, see [15, 3.51], u
p 

is in fact positive in 
n, and we may rewrite (6.4) as 

(6.6) 

Using u
p 

as a test function and applying Holder's inequality, we get 

(6.7) 

for p ;::: m and n < m < oo. This estimate, together with Morrey's lemma, implies
t h<>t "fP f'<>n Pyt.r,.d. a «11h«Pq11enf'P (u

p
,) rnnvPrging 11niform ly t.n ,t f,mrtinn 

u00 E W 1 •00 (0) n Co(O) , llu00 ll00 ,n =1, see the proof of Proposition 2.5. Recall 
now that in Theorem 3.11 we showed that any limit function of the family of 
solutions to the problem -Ll.

pv(x) = }f(x)P- 1 satisfies

min { lv'v(x) I - f (x), -Ll.00v(x)} = 0 

in the viscosity sense. By slightly modifying the proof of this result, see Remark 
3.20, and by using Lemma 6.5 above, we are able to identify the limit equation of 
(6.6) . 

6.8. Theorem. The function u00 = limj-,oo u
Pj 

is a viscosity solution of

(6.9) 

inn. 

. 1 mm {lv'u(x)I - du(x), -Ll.00 u(x)} = 0

Note that since a solution u is a supersolution of the oo-Laplacian, the min
illlulll v1i11civle, Corollary 5.9, implies that either u = 0 or u > 0 in n. It is also
easy to see that if u is a viscosity solution of (6.9), then -u satisfies 

max { - �v(x) - lv'v(x)I, -Ll.oov(x)} = 0. 
. a . . . . . . . . . 

If we accept this dichotomy in the limit equation, it becomes evident that the 
problem has a feature typical of classical eigenvalue problems: the set of solutions 
is closed under multiplication by a constant. Moreover, it is shown in [18] that 
A = ¾} is the only value for which the equation 

min{lv'u(x)I- Au(x), -Ll.00 u(x)} = 0 
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has a nontrivial solution with zero boundary values. This result should be com
pared with the fact that, for a finite p, the first eigenfunctions are the only eigen
functions that do not change their sign in n. Another observation is that any 
viscosity solution of (6.9) is a minimizer of the quotient (6.1). This can be de
duced from the estimate ( 6. 7) , which in the limit yields 

1 
llv'ulloo,n :s; d llulloo,Q• 

In the remaining part of this section, we look at our problem from a slightly 
different perspective and construct a maximal solution to (6.9) by using a variant 
of the so-called supersolution method. This iterative way of getting a solution 
does not employ the interpretation of our problem as a limit problem, and it also 
gives reasonably good upper and lower bounds for the maximal solution. 

The following simple but interesting lemma gives a starting point for our 
construction. 

6.10, Lemma. The distance function o(x) = dist(x, an) is the unique vis
cosity solution of the Dirichlet problem

(6.11) { 
min {lv'u(x)I - 1, -.6.00 u(x)} = 0 

u=O
inn 

on an.

Proof Let u
p 

be the unique solution to the problem -.6.p
u(x) = I with 

the boundary condition u
p 

E wt,P(n). Then by the results in [4], [19], u
p 

--+ o
uniformly in n as p --+ oo. On the other hand, Theorems 3.11 and 4.18 together 
with Remark 3.20 imply that the limit of u

p
's is the unique viscosity solution of

(6.11), and the lemma is thereby proved. □

Note that if u is a solution of (6.9), normalized so that llulloo,n = d, then it is
a subsolution of ( 6.11) . The comparison principle then implies that u( x) ::; o ( x) 
in n, and thus the distance function o ( x) is an upper bound for all properly 
normalized solutions. Now let o1 ( x) be the unique solution of 

. 1 mm{lv'v(x)I- i(x),-.6.00v(x)} = 0 

with J1 ( x) = 0 on an. Since �o ( x) ::; 1 , we see by the comparison principle that
J1 ::; o in n. If we further define Ok ( x) , k = 2, 3, ... , inductively to be the unique 
solution of 

min{IVv(x)I- �Ok-1(x),-.6.00v(x)} = 0 

with ok = 0 on an, we get a decreasing sequence
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of positive functions converging to a nonnegative function, say, 000(x). Note that 
since each Ok is an upper bound for all possible solutions, the same holds for 000 . 

We will show that this limit function 000 is the maximal solution we are looking 
for. The first step in proving this is the following lemma. 

6.12. Lemma. The function 000 (x) constructed above is a solution of equa

tion (6.9). 

Proof We first remark that the convergence ok --+ 000 is in fact uniform. This 
can be seen by using Ascoli's theorem; since OS ok(x) S d for every x En and 
every k = I, 2, ... , the sequence is uniformly bounded and hence by the estimates 
above equicontinuous. Now fix a point Xo E fl and a test function cp E C2(0) 
satisfying 000(x0 ) = cp(xo) and 000 (x) > c/J(x) for all x =/=- Xo . Arguing as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.4, we find by the uniform convergence a sequence Xk --+ x0 
such that Ok - cp has a local minimum at Xk. This implies that 

for every k, and we obtain by letting k --+ oo that 000 is a supersolution of (6.9). 
Since the proof for being a subsolution is similar, we are now done. □

Although it already follows from Theorem 6.8 that 000 -=/- 0, we will give 
another proof for this fact by constructing a nontrivial lower bound for the maxim.al 
solution. For that we need to introduce some notations. The set 

R ={x E 0: o(x) is not differentiable at x} 

={x En: ::J X1,X2 E an, X1 =/=- X2, such that Ix- xii= Ix- x2I = o(x)} 

is called the ridge set of O, see [4], [12], and its subset 

M = {x E 0: o(x) = d} 

will be referred to as the set of maximal distance. We will also use the notation 

Do = n \ M

in what follows. Note that Jv1 does not have any interior points, and hence 
800 = 80 U M . Let rJ E C ( 800) be defined by 

r) ( X) = {' 1 , :1: E /vf, 

o , x E an,

and let v E C(00) be the unique viscosity solution of the oo-Laplacian in 00 

with boundary values rJ. We define 

,xEM, 

, X E flo. 
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The function 'Y ( x) can be regarded as the "oo -capacitary function of the set M ". 
We next show that w(x) = d"((x) is a lower bound for 000 (x). Note that since 
w(x) = o(x) on 800 and o(x) is a viscosity supersolution of the oo-Laplacian in 
n , we already have that w ( x) ::; o ( x) in n . The following lemma is a key point 
of the rest of the proof. 

6.13. Lemma. The function w(x) is a viscosity solution of 

(6.14) min {lv'u(x)I - XM(x), --Aoou(x)} = 0,

where XM ( x) is the characteristic function of the set M . 

Proof We first prove that w is a subsolution. For that, let x0 E n and 
</> E C2 (0) be such that w(x0) = <f>(x0) and w(x)::; <f>(x) for all x En. Since w 
is a solution of the oo-Laplacian in Oo, we rnay assume that xo E M. Suppose 
that lv'<f>(xo)I = 1 + c > XM(xo) for some c > 0 and denote 

v'<f>(xo) 
e---'---'---

- lv'</>(xo)I
.

Since 'Y( x) is a also minimal Lipschitz extension of ,,J into 00 , we know that 
IIVwlloo ,Q ::; 1. This implies that 

w(xo + te) 2 w(xo) - ltl, 

and by Taylor's theorem, we have also that 

</>(xo + te) =</>(xo) + v'</>(xo) • te + o(t) 

=</>(xo) + t(l + c) + o(t). 

By choosing t to be negative and sufficiently close to zero, we then obtain 
w(x0 +te) > <f>(x0 +te), which contradicts our assumptions. Hence we can conclude 
that IV<f>(xo)I - XM(x0)::; 0 ,  and, consequently, that w is a subsolution. 

To prove that W is a supersolution, we fix Xo E f2 and '1/) E C2 (0) such that 
'if;(x0) = w(x0) and 'ij;(x)::; w(x) for all x En. Again we may assume, without 
loss of generality, that x0 E M . Since 

'if;(xo) = w(xo) 2 w(x) 2 'if;(x) 

for all x E O, we must have v''if;(x0) = 0. This implies that 

(6.15) 'if;(x) = 'if;(xo) + o(lx - xol)-

By the definition of the set M, there is y0 E 8D such that lxo -yol = d = w(xo). 
Since llv'wll00 ,n ::; 1, we obtain 

w(txo + (1- t)yo) = td 
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for all 0 < t ::::; 1. But this combined with (6.15) contradicts the assumption 
'I/; ::::; w , and shows that there cannot exist such a function 'I/; . Thus the claim is 
trivially true at the point xo , and we are done. D 

6.16. Remark. The arguments used in the proof of the above lemma show 
that uc(x) = q(x) is a solution of (6.14) in O for any 0 < c::::; d. This illustrates 
the fact that one cannot extend the uniqueness result of Theorem 4.18 to the case 
of an arbitrary constraint function. 

We now proceed as in the case of the upper bound and define w1 to be the 
unique solution of 

with w1 = 0 on 80. The lemma above shows that w is a subsolution of this 
equation, and therefore w(x) ::::; w1(x) in 0. Further, since 'Y(x) ::::; ¼o(x), the 
comparison principle implies that w1 ::::; J 1 in O. We continue inductively, denot
ing by wk, k = 2, 3, ... , the unique solution of 

with wk = 0 on 80, and obtain an increasing sequence 

converging uniformly to some function w= . Repeating the argument above at 
each step, we see that wk ::::; Ok in O for every k = I, 2, ... , and thus w= ::; J=. 
Furthermore, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 6.12, it is easy to show that w= 

is a solution to the oo-eigenvalue problem. We have now shown not only that 
o= =I= 0, but also that o=(x) = d in the set M. We collect our results in the 
t.hP.nrP.m hP.low.

6.1'7. Theorem. For the oo-eigenvalueproblem (6.9) there exists a maximal 
solution o= E W1 ,00 (0) n C0 (0) satisfying 

a,,(x)::; o=(x)::::; o(x) 

for all X En. In particular, o= (x) = d if X EM. 

It is natural to ask: when do we have J= = J or J= = w in the whole domain 
D? Although very little is known so far, we do have the following partial result. 
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6.18. Lemma. If M = R, then o(x) = 000(x) = d,'(x) inn.
Proof By Theorem 6.17, it is enough to show that d,' = o in D0 . Since 

Rnno = 0, o E C1(Do) and lv'o(x) I = 1 for all x E Do. By a result of Aronsson,
see [l, Thm 5], [4], this implies that o(x) is oo-harmonic in Do, and the claim
then follows from the uniqueness of oo-harmonic functions. □

It is shown in [18] that if n is a square, then o(x) is not a solution of (6.9),
and, consequently, o # 000 . The proof of this result in fact suggests that o ( x) is 
a solution of (6. 9) if and only if M = R. 

In the last theorem of this section we list some properties of an arbitrary 
solution of (6.9). The non-differentiability result, part (c), should be compared 
with the fact that for a finite p an eigenfunction up is known to be in c/;; ( n) 
for some O < a < 1 . 

6.19. Theorem. Let u E w1
,
00(n) n C0(D) b e  a viscosi t y  solution o f  (6.9)

satisfying llull 00 ,n = d. Then
(a) dist( { u > >-}, an) = >- for all O ::; >- � d.

d;am(rl) ( b) e-7"CxJ o(x) :S u(x) s o(x) for all X En.
( c) There exists a point xo E n such that u is no t differentiab le at x0.

Proof Since u(x) S o(x) for all x E n and llull 00,n = d, there exists
xo EM satisfying u(xo) = d. Let Yo E cm be such that lxo - Yol = d. Be
cause llv'ull oo ,n = 1, we must have u( txo + (1 - t)yo) = td for all O < t::; 1. This
implies that dist ( { u > >-}, an) ::; >- for every O :::; >- ::; d. On the other hand, 

dist({u > >-},an) 2': dist({o > >-},8D) = >-, 

and thus we obtain (a). To show (c), it suffices to notice that u is not differen
tiable at x0. This can be easily seen by using the facts that x0 is a maximum 
point of u and that u ::; o in n. 

Thus it remains to prove (b). Arguing as in the proof of the Harnack inequal
ity, Theorem 2.7, we get 

ll(v' logulloo,n:::; llv'(lloo,!l 

for all nonnegative ( E w 1 ,00(D) n Co(D). Choosing

we obtain 

(\(x) = min{l, ½a(x)},

1
llv' logulloo,n,\::; �' 
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where fl>. = {x E 0: o(x) > >-}. This implies 

for all x, y E fl>.. Now fix a point x E O and let .\ = o(x). Then 

and we are done. D 

The main open problem in this area is the simplicity of the first eigenvalue 
i. In [18], some results pointing to this direction have been obtained, but the
actual theorem is still to be proved. Another interesting question is the connection
between the eigenfunctions and the quotient ( 6 .1) ; is there some kind of absolutely
minimizing -property thaL characterizes the eigenfunctions? It is easy to see that
an obvious generalization of the definition in Section 2 does not work.
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